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Abstract

Public support and political mobilization are two crucial factors for the adoption of ambitious

climate policies in line with the international greenhouse gas reduction targets of the Paris

Agreement. Despite their compound importance, they are mainly studied separately. Using

a random forest machine-learning model, this article investigates the relative predictive

power of key established explanations for public support and mobilization for climate poli-

cies. Predictive models may shape future research priorities and contribute to theoretical

advancement by showing which predictors are the most and least important. The analysis is

based on a pre-election conjoint survey experiment on the Swiss CO2 Act in 2021. Results

indicate that beliefs (such as the perceived effectiveness of policies) and policy design pref-

erences (such as for subsidies or tax-related policies) are the most important predictors

while other established explanations, such as socio-demographics, issue salience (the rela-

tive importance of issues) or political variables (such as the party affiliation) have relatively

weak predictive power. Thus, beliefs are an essential factor to consider in addition to expla-

nations that emphasize issue salience and preferences driven by voters’ cost-benefit

considerations.

1 Introduction

Climate change is one of the most pressing issues that humanity is currently facing. To miti-

gate its impacts, national governments have pledged to limit the impact of global greenhouse

gas emissions (GHG) to a temperature increase of less than 2˚ compared to pre-industrial lev-

els through the Paris Agreement. At the domestic level, the successful adoption of ambitious

policies that impose stringent incentives for climate change mitigation crucially depends on

public support and political mobilization [1–3]. Public support—voter endorsement of climate

policies that mitigate climate change—shapes the introduction of the latter. In turn, political

mobilization can amplify or dampen public support as it involves active participation in politi-

cal processes, such as the signing of petitions, demonstrating, donating [4] or participating in

elections [5]. Understanding the factors that influence both public support and political
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mobilization is thus essential when introducing ambitious climate policies. Therefore, this arti-

cle asks:What are the most important predictors of public support and political mobilization for
ambitious climate policies?

This study fills two important gaps in the literature. First, despite the compound impor-

tance of adopting ambitious climate policy, public support and political mobilization [6, 7] are

predominantly studied separately. This hampers our understanding of the factors that shape

the successful adoption of ambitious climate policy. In terms of the outcomes of elections and

popular votes, political mobilization concerning contested political issues like climate change

mitigation policies can be decisive. In some instances, a lack of mobilization by supporting

coalitions may even prevent the adoption of more ambitious climate policies. For instance, in

the aftermath of the popular vote on the Swiss CO2 law, news media speculated that the lack of

political mobilization of supporting voters (in terms of casting their votes for the respective

ballot) was partly responsible for the rejection of the law. Because of the compound impor-

tance of public support and political mobilization, more research is required that together

investigates these two factors.

Second, prior research has mainly focused on explaining rather than predicting [8–10] pub-

lic support [7, 11, 12] and political mobilization, such as voter turnout [13]. Such explanatory

research has aimed at testing if there is evidence for the theorized causes of outcomes.

Although valuable for advancing our understanding of causal relationships, explanatory

research often does not allow for holistic assessments of established explanations relative to

each other. Holistic assessment with predictive machine learning models can contribute to the-

oretical advancement [8] and the prioritization of research agendas by assessing competing

explanations at the macro-level [8, 9]. In the rapidly growing social sciences [14], whose

research disciplines are epistemologically and ontologically heterogeneous in their orientation

and assumptions [15], this is especially important.

To address these two important gaps, this study presents evidence generated using a predic-
tivemachine-learning model. Predictive modelling strives to maximize the correct anticipation

of the outcome category for new and unseen data rather than testing for causal relationships

based on theoretical expectations. Machine-learning models are appropriate for investigating

the relative predictive importance of established explanations because of their significant flexi-

bility in identifying patterns and interactions in complex data that involve many different pre-

dictors. One advantage in the context of predictive modelling is that they can take potential

interaction effects into account without requiring these to be specified a priori [16]. In con-

trast, the models often used for theory-testing in explanatory research, such as ordinary least

squares models, assume linear relationships between variables, making it necessary to specify

potential interactions (see, e.g., [17]). From the established machine-learning models, I choose

a random forest model [18] because there is useful literature that discusses the strengths and

weaknesses of different variable importance scoring methods for random forest models [19–

28] and because it performed slightly better in predicting support and mobilization compared

to XGBoost [29]. I employed survey experimental data collected before the rejection of the

Swiss CO2 Act in a popular vote in June 2021 triggered by a referendum. This empirical setting

with experimental data helped reduce social desirability bias in the survey responses. The sur-

vey experiment involved presenting attributes closely connected to the actual vote, thus allow-

ing for the realistic measurement of support for the respective policies. Survey experimental

conjoint designs have been demonstrated to closely replicate the outcomes of Swiss referenda

[30]. The measurement of the empirical data used for this study thus has high external validity.

The results show that voters’ beliefs and preferences constitute an important leverage point

for increasing the political feasibility of ambitious climate policies that align with the goals of

the Paris Agreement through enhancing public support and political mobilization. Beyond
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existing findings that beliefs are a statistically significant explanation for support for ambitious

climate policy on their own right [12, 31–34], the results here show that they have the highest

predictive power relative to all other factors in the model. Beliefs are important not only in the

literature on public support [12, 33–35] but also in the literature on advocacy coalitions (e.g.

[31, 36–39]) as they constitute the “glue” that makes coalitions stable [38]. In contrast, other

established explanations, such as individual-level issue salience as a potential channel through

which beliefs and preferences may influence support (which features prominently in electoral

theories) [40–45], is of relatively weak predictive power compared to beliefs and preferences.

A promising avenue for future research is examining the extent to which political campaigns

may enable changes in beliefs—for instance, through the strategic ordering of climate policies

into sequences [46–49] that initially create positive beliefs and subsequently foster the intro-

duction of increasingly ambitious policies over time.

The article proceeds as follows: The following section introduces established explanations

for public support and political mobilization from the literature. The third section outlines the

methods that were employed, including a description of the case, data, machine-learning mod-

els, model selection, and variable importance scores. The fourth section describes the results in

terms of the predictive power of the variables. The fifth section concludes with a discussion.

2 Literature review: Established explanations for support and

mobilization

Established explanations for public support and political mobilization for climate mitigation

policies can be categorized into material and immaterial factors. Table 1 lists each of these

explanations in the first column, provides a definition in the second column, and illustrates

key mechanisms that operate in the relationship between the explanatory factor and public

support or political mobilization in the third. Material factors are more tangible and have

direct implications for voters’ monetary costs and benefits. They include policy design prefer-

ences [49–51], tax stringency, such as the size of the respective tax [52], and socio-

Table 1. Established explanations for public support and political mobilization.

Concept Definition Key insights from established explanations

Beliefs: Perceived effects of climate change mitigation policies Beliefs that policies are effective at reducing CO2 emissions and fair regarding the

distributional effects increase public [12, 79, 80] and elite support [31, 37] because they

create positive perceptions

Policy Design
Preferences:

Normative view of the types of policy that should be

adopted

Policies that create financial support (e.g. subsidies) are more popular than policies that

create direct costs (e.g. taxes) because the former generate direct revenues rather than

direct costs [51, 81]

COVID-Crisis: COVID-affectedness, government trust and

satisfaction with crisis management

The COVID pandemic generally did not substitute support away from climate

mitigation policies [62, 64]

Knowledge: Knowledge of voters about the content of climate

policies

Knowledge is generally poor [67, 82], but support increases when citizens are aware of

policy content [82] because there is less uncertainty about expected effects

Political Factors: Political left-right orientation and party affiliation Decoupling partisan- and identity-based politicization from climate policy can reduce

polarization because it decreases party cues [57, 83]

Socio-
demographics:

Respondent attributes such as income, education,

gender, or employment status

Socio-demographics have weak predictive power concerning climate attitudes [10]

Behavioural
Factors:

Aspects related to behaviour and low-carbon

behavioural change

The increasing cost of behavioural change decreases climate policy support because

voters weigh direct costs against benefits [54]

Issue Salience: The importance of climate and environment relative to

other issues, such as globalization

Issues of greater salience to voters shape their choices, especially when they interact with

preferences because voters pay more attention to them compared to others [40–45, 59]

Tax Stringency: Specific stringency of carbon taxes (e.g. in the road and

aviation transport, housing and food sectors)

Higher taxes decrease support [67, 84]

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000145.t001
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demographic variables [10, 53]. Research in this field has shown that voter support decreases

as monetary costs for voters increase [54] but that wealthier people are generally more willing

to pay for climate change mitigation [55]. Relatedly, research on socio-demographic variables

has highlighted that high-income, highly educated, and females more strongly support ambi-

tious climate policy [10, 55, 56]. Immaterial factors include less tangible, psychological and

perception-related aspects [10, 12, 53, 57], such as beliefs [33, 35, 58]—for instance, about the

perceived effectiveness of policies [12], or issue salience [40–45, 59, 60], meaning the impor-

tance of climate and environment relative to other issues.

Relatively recent research has drawn attention to cross-sectoral dynamics in policy pro-

cesses due to the COVID pandemic [61–64]. Positive perceptions of how the government

addressed the pandemic are associated with stronger climate policy support, mediated through

general trust in politicians [64]. However, prior research has also shown that adverse impacts

of health and economic conditions do not explain climate policy support. In the case of the

COVID pandemic, this means that COVID concerns did not override climate issues and that

the pandemic did not substitute support away from climate mitigation policies [62, 64]. One

exception is unemployment due to COVID, which is negatively related to public support [64].

Another recently emerging strand related to the material and utilitarian-based dimensions

of support and mobilization is termed policy sequencing, which is rooted in policy design, and

the historical institutionalist theories of policy feedback, and path dependency [65]. Policy

sequencing theory suggests that the strategic ordering of policies into sequences that first gen-

erate direct, policy-induced benefits for voters (for instance, through renewable energy subsi-

dies) can later increase support for more cost-effective carbon pricing policies. Such carbon

pricing policies are often advocated by economists to mitigate climate change as they are more

economically efficient. However, the latter are often more weakly supported by voters because

they generate direct and visible costs [46–48, 65, 66]. Similarly, for identifying strategies that

increase support for cost-effective carbon pricing policies, some policy design scholars argue

that lump-sum reimbursement—meaning that each voter receives an equal amount of revenue

generated from a carbon pricing policy—can increase support because this alters cost-benefit

considerations [52]. However, others have emphasized that cognitive factors limit the impact

of such benefits because the latter may remain unnoticed due to their limited visibility [67].

Seminal studies in economics have long highlighted the importance of material factors in

shaping voter preferences based on utility-maximization [68–70]. Downs [68] proposed that

political turnout, a specific electoral component of political mobilization, is driven by the ratio-

nal considerations of voters. Accordingly, voters weigh costs against benefits when deciding

whether to vote or abstain. This implies that the benefits of voting are fundamentally driven by

the anticipated probability of the impact of this activity. If voters do not expect their vote to

have a decisive impact, they will abstain because the cost of voting is likely to outweigh the

expected benefits, and vice versa. Overall, these considerations of individual voters determine

voter turnout. According to this line of reasoning, beliefs are primarily associated with voters’

rational appraisals of the utility of their activity [70].

Research on immaterial factors has shown that cognitive [71], belief- [31–33, 35, 58, 72]

and identity-based considerations [71, 73, 74] explain a large proportion of the variation in

policy support. Both voters and elites often evaluate policy proposals based on pre-existing,

deep-held beliefs and convictions that simplify decisions [32]. For instance, theories about

motivated reasoning suggest that voters (do not) update their opinions about specific issues

because any new information runs counter to deeply held, identity-based beliefs [71]. This can

amplify polarization along partisan lines [73, 75]. Thus, identity-, belief-, and value-based

opposition can make adopting policies more challenging. However, beliefs may also represent

a channel for increasing public support for ambitious climate policies. The policy feedback
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literature suggests that the institutional and policy environment influences subsequent deci-

sions [76–78]. Positive public opinion feedback effects emerge for voters who believe climate

change is real and trust political institutions [33].

Among the immaterial explanations, issue salience (the importance awarded to climate and

environment relative to other issues) is a prominent explanation for policy change. Salience

may be conceptualized and operationalized on the individual or societal level [45]. The societal

level includes public attention paid to an issue in media systems [85]. On the societal level, nor-

mative theories of democracy stipulate that a shift in salience should be reflected in govern-

ment policies and lead to policy change [41, 86]. The pluralist interplay in policy processes

creates so-called “polyarchic” systems [86] in which governmental actors are responsive to the

preferences of citizens [87]. Politicians may not be aware of public preferences regarding issues

that lack salience for voters [85, 88] which may manifest in media attention to issues [85, 89].

Similarly, other policy process theories (e.g. [90]) posit that an increase in the salience of a

problem can create a window of opportunity for leaders (so-called policy entrepreneurs) to

invoke policy change because the public is more attentive to the issue [91].

At the individual level, research shows that voting behaviour is driven by the importance

ascribed to issues [42]. Voters evaluate politicians’ performance more vigorously in relation to

issues that they perceive as important [43]. Political parties often mobilize based on issues that

are salient to voters since they are more likely to evaluate the performance of the former based

on these issues [44]. Research on individual-level issue salience has used ‘most-important-

problem’ or ‘most-important-issue’ questions in public opinion surveys [60, 92]. Explanatory

research shows that greater issue salience often fosters policy change [42–44], including in the

domain of climate policies [93]. Although survey respondents may conflate most-important-

issue and most-important-problem questions and thus there may be conceptual differences

between the two question types [60], results do not vary substantially between operationaliza-

tions. This is because respondents make similar cognitive associations when they are presented

with (one of) the two question types [92]. In sum, evidence suggests that political support and

mobilization, which shape policy change, are driven by issue salience. However, results may

depend on whether aggregate-level data, such as media salience, or individual-level survey

data, such as most-important-issue questions, are used [45] in interaction with other explana-

tory factors or in their own right.

3 Materials and methods

The following subsections describe the case of the Swiss CO2 Act, the survey-experimental

data, the machine-learning models, the model performance, and the variable importance

scores used to analyze the relative importance of the predictors.

3.1 Case: Swiss climate mitigation policy

The Swiss CO2 Act is the core instrument of Swiss climate policy. It was enacted in the year

2000 and revised in 2008 and 2013. In 2021, the Swiss population rejected a fourth revision

that had previously passed through parliament. Switzerland is a direct democracy: decisions

made by parliament are made subject to popular vote if 50,000 citizens sign a petition within

100 days calling for this. The proposed amendments to the act were rejected by a majority of

51.6% on June 13, 2021.

To achieve net-zero GHG emissions by 2050, the 2021 revision of the CO2 Act aimed to

ratchet up the ambition of the reduction target and the stringency of the respective policy

instruments. It included a more ambitious GHG reduction target of 50% by 2030 compared to

1990 and carbon-pricing policy instruments in the housing, road transport, and aviation
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transport sectors. In the road transport sector, the CO2 Act from 2013, which is still in place

because the proposed act was rejected, mandates carbon pricing through an obligation for fuel

importers to compensate for GHG emissions from imported fuels. This compensation was

planned to be increased from 5 to 12 cents per litre in 2025 [94] corresponding to around 51

Swiss Francs per ton of CO2.

The act was supposed to extend the sectoral scope to the aviation transport sector, foresee-

ing a tax on private flights of at least 30 and maximally 120 Swiss Francs. In the housing sector,

the act proposed a tax of 210 Swiss Francs per ton of CO2 corresponding to an extra charge of

roughly 55 cents per litre of heating oil.

The revenues were intended to be used for two primary purposes. First, the CO2 Act fore-

saw the creation of a climate fund to support firm-level investment into climate protection and

renewable infrastructure, such as electric vehicle charging stations, in addition to supporting

climate change adaptation in highly vulnerable alpine regions and villages. The fund should

have been financed using one-third of the revenue from the carbon pricing policy instruments

in the housing sector and maximally half of the revenue from the aviation transport sector.

Such a creation of a fund to support the attainment of climate targets is also called revenue ear-

marking. Second, two-thirds of the revenue from the tax on fossil heating and at least half of

the carbon tax in the aviation sector would have been reimbursed through lump-sum transfers

to citizens, meaning that each citizen would have received an equal amount of money in the

form of a credit on their old age insurance bill.

3.2 Data

The data stems from a pre-election conjoint survey experiment. Such conjoint survey experi-

ments have been demonstrated to closely replicate the outcomes of Swiss referenda [30]. This

experimental set-up thus has high external validity regarding actual voting behaviour. More-

over, since many of the key attributes in the CO2 Act closely resemble the most important

dimensions of the bill on which the public voted, this empirical setup allows for the precise

measurement of public support.

The survey was fielded precisely one week before the public vote on the Swiss CO2 Act on

June 13, 2021. It was terminated on June 17, 2021 [95]. The empirical study used questions

about key variable groups discussed in the literature (see, e.g. Table 1). The interactive tool

that accompanies this paper to aid in the presentation of results (link: https://prediction.

adibilis.ch) provides an overview of the wording of the survey questions and answers. These

sum to 83 predictors in the model (see Table A, Figs A and B in S1 Text for further details).

The survey was designed using the software Qualtrics in French and German and was

fielded by the same provider. First, respondents were informed about the content of the survey

and the anonymity of their responses. Second, study participants were randomly sampled with

a quota restriction (also referred to as natural fallout) based on eligibility to vote, age, and gen-

der to obtain a representative sample of the Swiss population. Voters below 18 years old or

non-Swiss are ineligible to vote and were screened out, meaning they did not complete the

entire survey. Respondents who wanted to complete the survey on their mobile phones were

also screened out to ensure that the options from the conjoint survey experiment could be dis-

played clearly. Third, the survey contained general questions on salience and voting intentions.

Fourth, these were followed by a block of questions on beliefs and preferences. Fifth came the

survey-experimental conjoint questions aimed at measuring the effect of the tax stringency

(the level of the tax) on support and mobilization, as described in more detail below. These

were followed by questions on behavioural factors. Next came questions about COVID-19.
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Demographic questions were presented last to avoid raising the awareness of respondents

about their socio-demographic identity. Median response duration was 19 minutes [95].

Table 2 shows the questions associated with the dependent variables in the fourth block of

the survey experiment. The survey employed a bidirectional five-point Likert scale with a

neutral middle category (this allowed respondents to express negative and positive stances).

The authors of the survey opted for a five-point scale to limit the cognitive burden on the

survey respondents compared to a seven-point alternative. The questions for the two depen-

dent variables were presented after showing the respondents a randomized conjoint survey

experiment. These six important features of the CO2 Act captured in the conjoint survey

experiment were debated extensively in parliament and among the public. Such features are

called conjoint attributes and are summarized in Table 3 alongside their randomized tax

stringency levels, called conjoint attribute levels. Table 3 relates these attributes from the

conjoint experiment to the proposed act on which the population voted. Overall, the average

policy proposal the respondents were asked to evaluate was more ambitious than the pro-

posed act.

In this experimental survey set-up, each respondent was shown a pair of policy proposals

with randomized tax calibration attributes such as the reduction target, the size of the tax asso-

ciated with housing, road transport, aviation transport, and the food sector, and the use of the

revenue with a randomized attribute level from Table 3. Each respondent then rated the policy

proposal by answering the questions in Table 2. This procedure was repeated four times on a

random sample of 1,511 Swiss voters.

This random sample of 1,511 voters is representative of the population of Swiss voters:

According to the method for sample size calculation by Yamane, the margin of error for the

non-experimental questions is 0.0257, given the population of 5.5 million Swiss voters. This

value is quite low, suggesting that the values observed in the sample are similar to those of the

population (for details, see Text A in S1 Text). The total number of observations was 1, 511

(number of respondents) ×2 (question regarding how much the respondent supports each pro-

posal) ×4 (how often conjoint survey-experiment was shown to each respondent) = 12, 088.

Assessments of public support and political mobilization depend on the policy proposals,

meaning the value of the attributes, employed in conjoint survey experiments as well as other

Table 2. Dependent variable question wording and answer categories. The survey data and question wording was

translated from a conjoint survey experiment in Switzerland [95].

Concept Question Answer Categories

Support: How strongly do you support or oppose each proposal? • Oppose fully

• Oppose

• Neither nor

• Support

• Support fully

Mobilization: How much effort would you personally make to politically support or oppose

the particular proposal (e.g., sign a petition, start a petition, demonstrate,

donate, etc.)?

• Much effort to

prevent

• Some effort to

prevent

• Neither nor

• Some effort to

support

• Much effort to

support

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000145.t002
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considerations by voters such as beliefs and preferences. While the former are conventionally

used to estimate the causal effect of a set of policy attributes [30, 96, 97], the analysis described

in this article additionally used non-experimental survey data to operationalize the other pre-

dictors that were derived from the literature (see Table 1; for an overview of the survey ques-

tions and the respective answer categories, please consult the https://prediction.adibilis.ch).

The use of an experimental outcome was associated with two advantages. First, because the

conjoint survey experiment was repeated four times for two packages in each round, the num-

ber of observations was higher than when using non-experimental standard survey questions,

meaning that statistical power was increased. This increased model fit. Second, the experimen-

tal setting reduced the social desirability bias that often plagues non-experimental outcomes

[98]. Thus, the approach generated more reliable results than when applying a non-experimen-

tal outcome.

Table 3. Conjoint attributes and randomized attribute levels and their relation to the proposed CO2 act on which the public voted. The survey data and question

wording were translated from a conjoint survey experiment in Switzerland [95].

Attribute Randomized attribute levels Level in the proposed CO2 Act

Reduction target • 40%

• 50%

• 60%

• 70%

• 80%

50% GHG reduction target by 2030 relative to 1990

Carbon tax road

transport

• No tax on petrol (0 CHF/ton of CO2)

• 0.14 CHF/l petrol (60 CHF/ton of CO2)

• 0.28 CHF/l petrol (120 CHF/ton of CO2)

• 0.42 CHF /l petrol (180 CHF/ton of CO2)

• 0.56 CHF/l petrol (240 CHF/ton of CO2)

0.10 CHF/l petrol (43 CHF/ton of CO2) in 2024 and 0.12 Fr./l petrol (51 CHF/ton of

CO2) in 2025

Carbon tax housing • No tax on heating oil (0 CHF/ton of CO2)

• 0.16 CHF/l heating oil (60 CHF/ton of CO2)

• 0.31 CHF/l heating oil (120 CHF/ton of CO2)

• 0.47 CHF/l heating oil (180 CHF/ton of CO2)

• 0.63 CHF/l heating oil (240 CHF/ton of CO2)

0.55 CHF/l heating oil (210 CHF/ton of CO2)

Carbon tax food • No tax on meat (0 CHF/ton of CO2)

• 0.77 CHF/kg meat (60 CHF/ton of CO2)

• 1.53 CHF/kg meat (120 CHF/ton of CO2)

• 2.30 CHF/kg meat (180 CHF/ton of CO2)

• 3.07 CHF/kg meat (240 CHF/ton of CO2)

The carbon tax on food was not included in the CO2 Act on which the population voted

Carbon tax aviation

transport

• No tax on flights

• 10 CHF for short- and 30 CHF for long-distance

• 25 CHF for short- and 75 CHF for long-distance

• 40 CHF for short- and 120 CHF for long-

distance

• 55 CHF for short- and 165 CHF for long-

distance

Maximally 30 CHF for short- and 120 CHF for long-distance flights

Carbon tax revenue

use

• Exclusively lump sum reimbursement

• Mostly lump sum reimbursement

• Lump sum reimbursement and investment into

climate protection

• Mostly investment into climate protection

• Exclusively investment into climate protection

Two-thirds lump sum reimbursement of the carbon tax heating oil, and half of the

carbon tax in the aviation transport sector

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000145.t003
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3.3 Machine-learning model

Machine-learning models support prediction because these computer algorithms are highly

flexible in learning about relationships in the data that other models might miss. Many

machine-learning models can, for instance, handle non-linear relationships in data, thus cap-

turing potential interactions between predictors. For example, greater perceived fairness of cli-

mate policies regarding their distributive effects in society will increase support for ambitious

climate policy. This relationship may be even stronger if climate change is an important issue

for voters, the latter phenomenon is described as issue salience (see Table 1). That is, two vari-

ables may have non-linear interaction effects, meaning that the magnitude of the effect of one

variable depends on the value of another. Such interaction effects can naturally be captured

with machine-learning models [28]. Similarly, some machine-learning models, such as the

random forest model used here, can also incorporate categorical predictors [29]. This is not

the case for conventional statistical models often applied in explanatory research used for the-

ory testing. For instance, one such model, the ordinary least squares model, assumes that the

relationship between independent and dependent outcome variables is linear (see, e.g., [17]).

Because of their flexibility, machine-learning models can use more information from the data

to predict outcomes and hence provide better predictions which can be investigated using

model performance statistics.

To compare model performance, I used two popular machine-learning models, the random

forest [18] and the XGBoost model [29]. Fast implementations are available in [24] for the ran-

dom forest model and in [99] for the XGBoost model. These models permit treating the depen-

dent variable, summarized in Table 2, as a categorical outcome. Such models with categorical

outcomes are also called supervised multi-class classification models. This permits more gran-

ular insight into the specific outcome categories than when treating the outcome as continu-

ous. Each class represents a category of answers to the questions in Table 2. This allowed for

predicting the probability that a voter would choose a specific answer category based on their

attributes, such as beliefs or socio-demographic characteristics.

In contrast to classical explanatory regression models, such as ordinary least squares, where

researchers are interested in controlling confounding factors, the objective here is to optimize

predictive performance. This means that the objective of predictive models is not to absorb the

variation in potentially omitted variables that could bias the estimates for the explanatory vari-

able(s) of interest as is the case in regression analysis. For instance, when trying to test the

causal effect of urban-rural identity on support for climate policy, we may want to control for

a third variable, the potentially confounding factor of income (it is not only urban-rural iden-

tity that drives support but also income). Urban voters typically have better opportunities in

the labour market and earn higher incomes than rural voters. Wealth and higher income drive

support for climate policy because environmental quality is a normal good, which means that

its demand increases with income [100].

Although the difference between prediction and explanation may sometimes appear subtle

to applied researchers, it reflects a critical division in empirical research: predictive classifica-

tion models are data-driven and are evaluated based on their ability to predict an outcome cor-

rectly (here, public support for ambitious climate policy and political mobilization).

Explanatory observational models that seek to test theories are typically evaluated theoretically

regarding the extent to which they control for potentially confounding factors and provide

estimates of unbiased effects that measure actual relationships.

Unlike ordinary least squares, random forest and XGBoost models use decision trees to

make predictions. Based on the variables in the data, they split the data into increasingly small

subsets until they only contain one class that is predicted to be the true class [16]. At each node
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of the tree, the data is split based on the predictor that contains the most information. This

process optimizes the splits of the classes in the dependent variable—in this analysis, meaning

who supports or mobilizes around climate policy and who does not.

3.4 Model performance and selection

To select the best-performing model, I evaluated the predictive models in Fig 1. First, to pro-

vide a holistic overview of the predictive importance of nine key variable groups established in

the social science literature on public support for and political mobilization around climate

policies (see Table 1), I combined several survey questions within these overarching literature

strands into one dimension. This can be done using a statistical method called principal com-

ponent analysis (PCA; see, e.g., [101]). Such dimensionality reduction simplifies the analysis

and the understandability of the results. How well these variables can be reduced into one

dimension is similar across variable groups (see Fig C in S1 Text): Each group absorbs at least

85% of the total variance, and the share of the total variance is comparable across the different

factors. This means that the difference in their predictive importance is not driven by how well

they are reduced to one dimension. I also present results about each predictor to provide

insight into which specific predictors of each principal component best predict the outcomes.

Second, I compared two machine learning algorithms, the forest and the XGBoost model. This

amounts to two outcomes (support and mobilization) × two operationalizations (PCA and

individual variable effects) × two models (Forest and XGBoost), which equals eight models. In

Fig 1. Model performance using ROC area under the curve for public support and political mobilization using experimental and non-

experimental data in forest and XGBoost machine-learning models with and without PCA dimensionality reduction. Dots with error bars

represent out-of-fold performance on the training data, and triangles represent out-of-sample performance.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000145.g001
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sum, these different models, specifications, and dependent variables provide robust insight

into the performance of the models as well as the importance of the predictors.

Machine-learning models are evaluated against data that was not used when the model

learnt the relationships in the training data. This ensures that the model does not overfit (i.e.,

capture tendencies in the data that may not be important in other data), meaning that it is

more generally applicable rather than data-specific. Data omitted whilst training, called test-

data, is then used to evaluate model performance [8]. Model performance assessment on data

not used during training is also called out-of-sample performance [8, 102, 103]. The respective

scores may then be used to select the best-performing model for interpretation. This is a more

restrictive approach to evaluating performance than using training data [9]. Conventionally,

80% of the data is used for training, and 20% of the data is used to assess out-of-sample perfor-

mance with tenfold cross-validation during training. Ten-fold cross-validation means that the

training data is split randomly into ten subsets, each of which is omitted during training.

Using cross-validation and out-of-sample prediction helps to prevent over-fitting of training

data [104].

Fig 1 shows the model performance for the random forest and the XGBoost model and two

common model performance metrics, the F1 and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) area

under the curve (AUC) multiclass scores. Higher scores indicate better performance. First, the

F1 score shows the harmonic mean between precision and recall. Precision measures the pro-

portion of correct positive classifications. Recall measures the extent to which the classifica-

tions miss predictions in the positive classes (that are instead predicted as negative; see Text B

in S1 Text).

Second, the ROC AUC is a metric used to evaluate model performance. A perfectly opti-

mized prediction model would classify all outcomes correctly. Overall performance concern-

ing the rate of correct predictions can be measured by calculating the AUC, irrespective of the

marginal uncertainty in ROC curves. The AUC statistic varies between 0.5, which indicates

low predictive performance, and 1, which suggests that the model perfectly predicts the

outcome.

Overall, both models achieve a similarly high F1 score. As the forest model is simpler and

there is useful literature on the strengths and weaknesses of different variable importance

scores introduced below, I tuned the hyperparameters of the random forest model. I used a

space-filling grid search design for ten different hyperparameter combinations for the number

of randomly sampled predictors at each tree split, the number of trees, and the data point min-

imum that was necessary to split the nodes into additional leaves (for the ROC AUC curves of

the tuned models, see Fig D in S1 Text). The tuned model performed slightly better than the

untuned model. The analysis and the interactive online tool which deploys the predictions rely

on the tuned model.

3.5 Variable importance measures

Variable importance scores are a popular means of evaluating the predictive performance of

machine learning models. The Gini variable importance measure was initially developed for

the random forest approach [19]. Although these standard measures are widely used to assess

predictive importance, they are biased. The importance of categorical or correlated predictors

is often overestimated when using conventional Gini variable importance scores [20].

Two variable importance measures are more robust than simple Gini measures. First,

research has shown that permutation-based variable importance measures provide more reli-

able estimates of predictive importance than non-permutation-based approaches [21, 22],

such as the Gini variable importance measure. This is computed by subtracting the predictive
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performance score when all predictors are included with the score from the model when the

predictor of interest is removed [4]. A more significant decline in the model’s predictive per-

formance indicates the greater predictive importance of that factor. Re-sampling the observed

data multiple times provides estimates of the uncertainty associated with model performance,

here displayed using violin plots in the results section in Fig 2 (see Text D in S1 Text for the

algorithm). Second, bias correction algorithms for the Gini variable importance measure [23]

were implemented [24]. Simulation studies validated that this method produces unbiased

results [25].

I employed both these measures—the bias-corrected approach [23] and the permutation-

based approach [26]—to generate robust and unbiased insight into the predictive importance

of the variable groups. To further reduce sensitivity to different measurement scales, I normal-

ized the data so that the predictors had a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. To

ensure that missing values did not distort the representative sample, I imputed them using the

median value of the variable distribution. In addition, I employed robustness checks using an

elastic net machine learning model [105], and OLS variable importance scores to ensure that

the results were not driven by correlation in the predictors and further linear regression vari-

able importance scores [27, 28].

4 Results

To answer the research question, ‘What are the most important predictors of public support and
political mobilization for ambitious climate policies?’, I proceed in two steps. First, I present

results concerning the predictive power of the overarching variable groups from the literature

introduced in the literature review (see Table 1) using PCA in Fig 2 (for details, see methods). I

use this technique to reduce several variables that are, according to the literature, associated

with the same concept to obtain a general overview of their relative predictive power. This

allows for connecting the findings on these concepts to established explanations in the litera-

ture and evaluating their relative predictive power holistically on the meta-level. Second, I pro-

vide nuanced results about the predictive power of the sub-concepts on the micro-level in

Fig 2. This more detailed approach shows what aspects of the larger variable groups drive vari-

ation in support and mobilization.

Overall, as shown in Fig 2, the evidence indicates that beliefs (such as the perception of

effects on the competitiveness of policies or their effectiveness at reducing CO2 emissions) and

policy design preferences concerning instrument choice (such as subsidy versus tax prefer-

ences) are the most important predictors of support and mobilization. This result is robust to

other models and specifications, including elastic net and several different variable importance

performance metrics (for details, see Text E as well as Figs F-H in S1 Text). Beyond existing

findings that beliefs are a statistically significant explanation for support for ambitious climate

policy on their own right [12, 31–33], the results here show that they do have the highest pre-

dictive power relative to all other factors in the model. More specifically, Fig 3 shows that

beliefs related to economic aspects (namely, economic efficiency and effects on economic

competitiveness) are the most important sub-concepts. Thus, beliefs and the subjective evalua-

tion of economic aspects are important drivers of support and mobilization. The third most

important sub-concept captures if voters’ beliefs that the CO2 Act constitutes a just and fair

policy with socially just distributional effects. Although still scoring high compared to the pre-

dictors in other groups, beliefs about the environmental impact of the CO2 Act are less impor-

tant than beliefs related to economic aspects of the law.

Factors related to the COVID pandemic, such as the perception of the importance of the

pandemic, trust in governance arrangements, knowledge about COVID-19-related
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regulations, and the impact of the crisis on individuals’ health and economic situation, com-

prise the third important predictor. In contrast to beliefs and preferences, the predictive power

of COVID-19-related factors is higher for political mobilization than for public support. This

finding is robust to different variable importance scores (see Fig E in S1 Text using the Gini

impurity-corrected variable importance measure [23, 25]). These results show that cross-sec-

toral dynamics play an important role in climate and environmental policies, especially in

terms of mobilizing voters for political participation. Political processes are not independent

but interact and can be decisive in popular votes or elections, especially for voter turnout.

Knowledge about key elements of the CO2 Act, such as the reduction target and its sectoral

coverage, is associated with greater predictive power for public support than for political mobi-

lization. Specific design attributes, especially those related to the calibration of policy instru-

ments such as revenue recycling schemes [67], often remain unnoticed. More knowledge

about climate and what is on the bill is important for predicting support and mobilization.

In contrast, other established explanations are associated with relatively weak predictive

power. For example, political factors (e.g., left-right orientation and political party affiliation),

sociodemographic variables, behavioural factors (e.g., meat consumption), salience (e.g., the

perceived importance of climate and environment in comparison to other issues), and tax

stringency in the housing, transport and food sectors have similarly weak predictive power.

However, these findings do not imply that these factors are statistically and substantially non-

significant explanations but instead imply that beliefs, policy design preferences and COVID-

related factors matter more relative to socio-demographics, political factors, behavioural fac-

tors, individual-level issue salience, and tax stringency for predicting public support and politi-

cal mobilization.

Fig 2. Permutation-based variable importance scores using the tuned random forest model with PCA. The box and violin plots display the

distribution of cross-entropy loss for a given variable for 50 permuted samples from the observed data to account for uncertainty associated with

predictions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000145.g002
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The findings on political variables only partly support the claims of Hornsey et al. [56] who

find from a meta-analysis across 56 countries that party identification with conservative ideol-

ogy strongly predicts scepticism about climate change. The evidence here suggests that ideol-

ogy and party affiliation in consensual political systems, such as that of Switzerland, are less

likely to divide voters than in two-party political systems. Similarly, socio-demographic

Fig 3. Permutation-based variable importance scores using the tuned random forest model with all individual

predictors. Dots represent the mean cross-entropy loss for a given variable for 50 permuted samples for the observed

data to account for the uncertainty associated with the importance of predictions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000145.g003
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variables, such as income, region of residence, civil status, employment sector and gender,

imply that traditional explanations for voting behaviour have relatively little predictive power.

Behavioural factors, which include sectoral consumption behaviour (like consuming meat

in the food sector, car driving in transport, or using renewable energy heating systems in the

housing sector), tend to predict slightly more variation in political mobilization than in sup-

port. Behavioural factors determine the opportunity costs of behavioural change and are there-

fore important from a theoretical perspective in terms of informing potential pathways for

policy change.

Issue salience, the perceived importance of climate and environment relative to other issues,

is associated with relatively weak predictive power compared to beliefs and preferences. This

finding is striking given its pervasive presence in the literature on voting behaviour in political

science more generally [40–45, 93].

This finding for issue salience also has implications for normative theories of democracy

[41, 86] and theories of policy change [90, 91]. Normative theories of democracy hold that

changes in the salience of issues should lead to policy changes [41, 86, 106]. The results

described here, however, suggest that this link is less clear than research suggests. Suppose

issue salience affects the support of voters only to a minor extent. In this case, it is unlikely to

create the degree of responsiveness that should be present according to normative theories of

democracy. For issue salience to open windows of opportunity for policy entrepreneurs to

push for policy change [90, 91], individual voter-level issue salience alone may not be enough.

Rather, salience at the societal level may be more important for creating momentum for new

policy proposals, especially in interaction with other favourable circumstances, such as indi-

viduals’ beliefs and voter preferences or agenda-setting by elites. From the evidence presented

here, it is however not entirely clear to what extent the popular vote influenced the salience of

climate change and the environment and therefore the results. Further research should seek to

confirm this finding in empirical settings that are not embedded in a popular vote.

Last, tax stringency attributes also exhibit relatively little predictive power compared to the

other factors. Although the evidence in the literature suggests that support can be increased by

calibrating the design of carbon taxes [11, 52, 62, 67]), choosing policy instruments other than

taxes has a greater effect on support and mobilization than calibrating the design of the tax for

instance through the inclusion of lump sum reimbursement.

5 Conclusion

Public support and political mobilization are two crucial components that shape the adoption

and implementation of ambitious climate policies [11]. Ultimately, they will influence the fea-

sibility of achieving the Paris Agreement targets for climate mitigation. To understand which

solutions are politically feasible, research has so far primarily focused on explaining rather

than predicting [8–10] public support [7, 11, 12] and mobilization [7, 13]. Little research, how-

ever, has focused on predicting the two.

This study makes three contributions. First, predictive modelling can provide comple-

mentary insight into the relative importance of established explanations [9]. This advances

the theoretical debate concerning potentially competing theories and can contribute to the-

ory building in subsequent research [8]. The results described in this study show that beliefs

and policy design preferences are the most important predictors while other established

explanations, such as socio-demographics, issue salience (the perceived relative importance

of issues) [40–45] or political variables (such as the party affiliation) have relatively weak

predictive power. However, these results do not indicate that the effect of these variables are

substantially or statistically insignificant; they show that explanations concerning beliefs
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[12, 31–33] and preferences [50] matter more relative to issue salience or specific policy

instrument design calibration (such as the size of a tax). The finding that beliefs are a key

predictor extends on prior research [12, 31, 79, 80] by showing the predictive power of

beliefs relative to other factors and not only on their own right. The strong predictive power

of policy design preferences associated with instrument choices shows that the latter are

important to consider in relation to the composition of coalitions [107] and thus the feasi-

bility of achieving climate targets (see, e.g., [11]).

Second, predictive modelling can generate practically relevant knowledge. Accurate predic-

tions can inform stakeholder strategies. The main model presented here generates reasonable

predictive performance scores and may provide credible, policy-relevant insight. An interac-

tive online tool is used to deploy the model. This allows the user to obtain real-time predictions

whilst changing voter attributes. Thus, this model can be used to anticipate the support for car-

bon pricing policies of Swiss voters based on the predictors used in this model.

Third, this study analyses two environmentally significant forms of behaviour in the public

sphere: public support and political mobilization. The analysis is based on the centrepiece of

Switzerland’s climate policies, the Swiss CO2 Act, and uses data from a repeated randomized

forced-choice conjoint survey experiment. The survey experiment reduces social desirability

bias. While the results show that the predictive power of the different variable groups broadly

follows the same tendencies across the two outcomes, one key difference is worth noting: there

is some evidence that cross-sectoral effects due to a crisis such as the COVID-19 pandemic

matter more for political mobilization than for public support. These results show that climate

policy processes are cross-sectoral: dependencies across domains can determine success or fail-

ure at the ballot box.

Despite the strong external validity of conjoint survey experiments in relation to replicating

real-world behaviour [30, 97], the specific focus on Swiss climate policy somewhat limits the

external validity of the findings to other countries, especially to non-democratic or less devel-

oped countries. Therefore, research should analyze the power of predictors in different coun-

tries and, potentially, without the context of direct-democratic popular voting. This may also

improve the external validity of the findings for countries without direct-democratic proce-

dures. Such research could also be comparative in nature to improve understanding of how

ongoing political processes such as the vote on the Swiss CO2 Act affect issue salience and the

finding presented in this study that this factor has comparatively little predictive power in

respect of public support and mobilization. Public opinion research is critical to informing

policymakers since public support is a crucial factor in adopting ambitious climate policies to

limit global warming to below 2˚. Therefore, research should produce to even more compre-

hensive online tools to inform policymakers about feasible policy proposals based on compara-

tive multi-country data in varying policy process contexts, potentially over time.
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